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Any person has a propensity to a certain kind of activity, for example, to work as the 

organizer, the researcher or the executor. Presence of the specified propensity can be defined 

by means of various techniques, in particular, by the offered express-test. 
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The determination of propensities to a certain kind of activity of studying youth, in 

particular, students of various specialities, is enough an actual problem. It allows to carry out, 

on the one hand, forecasting most an effective utilisation of the put in student potential in the 

further activity of the graduate (for example, whether has sense to arrive to it in postgraduate 

study and to be engaged there in scientific researches, or it is better to go to it to work as the 

usual executor without «creative» loading). On the other hand, revealing of certain propensities 

of students to one kinds of activity, and, accordingly, absence of propensities to other kinds, 

gives the chance to introduce at a training stage corrective amendments in educational tasks for 

the purpose of development just those qualities which «are present» at the examinee 

insufficiently. 

The specified express-test has been developed by the author for definition of propensities 

of students to a certain kind of activity - namely, to work as the organizer, the researcher and 

the executor. The test was tested on students of Faculty of Technical Systems and Energy 

Efficient Technologies of the Sumy state university. 

* * * 

The express-test «Your propensities, the student?» 

(by  P.Kushnirov) 

 

1. In student's years I  

A - easily I cope with supervising duties (heads of educational group, the trade-union leader, 

etc.); 

B - responsibly I carry out single public tasks; 

C - with pleasure I participate in release of the wall newspaper or in cheerful performances. 



 

2. I prefer to look telecasts  

A - entertaining or where it is not necessary to think much;  

B - about new discoveries and novel secrets;  

C - about the organisation of salvage operations at acts of nature. 
 

3. The true sports are: 

A - boxing;  

B - run on long distances;  

C - figure skating. 
 

4. At performance of educational tasks most of all it is pleasant to me: 

A - accurately to organise the operating schedule so that to do all in time; 

B - to carry out a research part;  

C - to type the text or to draw drawings. 
 

5. At performance of educational tasks I 

A - itself I find answers to all questions, using the literature and the Internet;  

B - often I address for consultation to classmates;  

C - often I advise other classmates. 
 

6. I try to do course works and projects  

A - rhythmically, according to the schedule;  

B - quickly, even ahead of schedule;  

C - creatively, offering some variants of the decision of problems. 
 

7. If I have asked to invent something new, I: 

A - with interest would be engaged in this work;  

B - most likely would refuse this work;  

C - has involved in the decision of this question of experts in the given area. 
 

8. I like to carry out educational tasks 

A - under methodical instructions, with the detailed description of sequence of actions;  

B - demanding non-standard approaches and original decisions;  

C - because thus I even have a passion and «the portion of adrenaline is injected». 



 

9. When our student's company goes on picnic, I usually: 

A - itself I define a place where it is better to stop and where to plant a fire;  

B - I collect brushwood and branches for a fire; 

C - I check, whether the potato in ashes has baked already and whether the meat kebab has 

burnt slightly. 
 

10. If on the same picnic I have decided  to photograph an ancient oak,  I 

A - I build the friends near a tree so that all of them have got to a shot;  

B - simply I photograph a tree «in all growth»;  

C - I search for an interesting foreshortening (for example, the beam of the sun which is making 

the way through foliage of a tree). 

 

To count up quantity of points: 

 

Question А B C 

1 3 2 1 

2 2 1 3 

3 3 2 1 

4 3 1 2 

5 1 2 3 

6 2 3 1 

7 1 2 3 

8 2 1 3 

9 3 2 1 

10 3 2 1 

 

 

 

If you have typed more than 24 points, you are  an organizer. Since childhood you like to 

supervise over associates and to be «ringleader» in different situations. It is heavy to you to 

perform boring monotonous work, especially without a wide range of friends or obedient to you 



subordinates. To you give a superiority palm tree to the organisations of any actions with what 

you consult easily and productively. 

Only do not forget, that is frequent «the power spoils people» - those whom you operate, too 

have the right to have their opinions, and it should be considered too once «not commit follies». 

 

From 17 to 23 points: you are  an executor. You comfortably feel in situations when the big 

responsibility is not required and there is no necessity of an excessive nervous tension. You 

carefully and methodically carry out huge amount of works, than cause respect of associates. If 

near you there is a good manager and «the generator of ideas» - that your collective is 

invincible.  

It is necessary only though sometimes to try to be pulled out from a train of «grey everyday 

life» and to show talents dozing in you which existence the most people close to you guess 

only. 
 

If you in the sum have typed less than 16 points, at heart you are  a researcher. You have live, 

nimble mind. You are inquisitive and omnivorous. At you a wide range of interests, and more 

all you prefer «to dug» it would seem in firm foundations and to find there «weak places». 

Your thoughts and offers are often so new and unexpected, that not always find understanding 

at associates.  

But you cannot forget and about «fleeting life» - about simple things and about people to whom 

you contact. «Space flights» thoughts it is good, but communication with «earth» should not 

interrupt.  

* * * 

The analysis of validity P.Kushnirov’s express-test «Your propensities, the student?» has 

shown enough correlation with existing tests and questionnaires on similar subjects («The 

Questionnaire of professional propensities L.'Ovaisha in G.Rezapkina's updating»; 

«Diagnostics of communicative and organising propensities (КОС-2)»; «The Test of John 

L.Holland on definition of professional type of the person in G.Rezapkina's updating»; «To 

command or to submit?», etc.). As the test defines presence of propensities only to three kinds 

of activity - to organising activity, research activity and work as the executor it does not apply 

for full coverage of all possible professional qualities of examinees. Therefore the given 

express test can be recommended for preliminary and rapid express researches. 
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